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developing countries alike. We seek the widest possible
pa=ticipa_ion of develcpinÿ countries in the Round and their
`urthe_ in_eg=ation into the multilateral trading system. To
achieve this objective, developed countries are prepared to accept
greater multilateral discipl:.zes in all areas and to offer improved
market access in areas of interest to developing countries such as
textiles and clothing, tropical products, and agriculture.

28. ;o= their part, develop'_ng countries should substantially
reduce their tariffs and increase the percentage of tariffs that
are bound; subscribe to balanced and effective restraints on all
forms of exceptions, ir.clud:.ng measures imposed for
balance-of-payments d'_ff_cu'_ties; and participate.meaning=ully in
agreements covering the new areas. The end. result should be a
single set of :r,u'_tilateral rLles applicable to all GATT contracting
parties, although some developing countries, especially the least
developed, may need longer transition periods or other transitional
a_rang=me:ts on a case by case basis.

29. The wide range of substantive results which we seek in a_1
these areas will ca:l for a commitment to strengthen fu:the_ the
_rstltL'tlonal = ramework of the mLltilateral trading system. In
that conter.t, the concept of an international trade organization
should be addressed at zhe conclusion of the Urugua-y Round. We
also need to improve dispute settlement p=ocess in order to
implement the results of the negotiations effectively. This should
lead to a commitment to operate only under the multilateral rules.

DIRECT INVES:MZNT

30. Free fflows of i:.vestment increase global prosperity by
complementing the open international trade system. In pa_ticular,
foreign direct i::vestment can help restructure the economies of
developing and Central and Eastern European countries, create new
jobs, and raise living standards.

31. All countries should therefore seek to reduce their barriers
to investment and resist protectionist pressures to discourage or
discriminate against such investment. The OECD and the GATT should
continue to promote : r.vestmer.t liberalization. The multilateral
development banks and the IMF should require investment
liberalization in their programs in Central and Eastern Europe and
developing countries.

Ek?ORT CREDITS

• 32. we welcome the important negotiations that are underway in the
OECD on a balanced package of measures to strengthen multilateral


